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Background: Locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) may exhibit significant tumor growth
before the initiation of definitive chemoradiation therapy (CRT). We thus investigated the prognostic value
of pretreatment tumor growth rate as measured by specific growth rate (SGR).
Methods: We conducted a retrospective review of 42 patients with locally advanced NSCLC treated with
definitive concurrent CRT. For each patient, we contoured the primary gross tumor volume (GTV) on the
pretreatment diagnostic chest computed tomography (CT) scan and the radiation therapy (RT) planning
CT scan. We then calculated SGR based on the primary GTV from each scan and the time interval between
scans. We used log-rank tests and univariate Cox regression models to quantify differences in progressionfree survival (PFS), overall survival (OS) and recurrence based on SGR.
Results: We divided patients into two groups for analysis: those with an SGR greater than or equal to the
upper tercile value of 0.94%/day (high SGR) and those with SGR less than 0.94%/day (low SGR). Patients
with high SGRs versus low SGRs experienced inferior PFS (median, 5.6 vs. 13.6 months, P=0.016), without
a significant difference in OS. The inferior PFS in the high SGR group persisted on multivariate analysis
[adjusted hazard ratio (HR) 2.37, 95% confidence interval (CI): 1.07–5.25, P=0.034]. The risk of distant
recurrence was higher in the high SGR group (HR 2.62, 95% CI: 1.08–6.38, P=0.033), but there was no
difference in the risk of locoregional recurrence between groups.
Conclusions: Pretreatment SGR was associated with inferior PFS and distant control among patients with
locally advanced NSCLC treated with concurrent CRT. Further studies in larger populations may aid in
elucidating optimal SGR cut-off points for risk stratification.
Keywords: Chemoradiation therapy (CRT); metastases; non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC); specific growth
rate (SGR); tumor volume
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Introduction
Locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
harbors a relatively poor prognosis, with 5-year survival
rates of 13–32% after definitive chemoradiation therapy
(CRT) (1,2). On sequential imaging studies from diagnosis
to t herapy, clinicians of ten obser ve disease growt h
during this interval. For example, Everitt et al. noted
disease progression (TNM stage) in 11 out of 28 (39%)
patients with NSCLC at a median of 24 days between the
diagnostic positron emission tomography (PET)/computed
tomography (CT) scan and radiation treatment planning
PET/CT scan. Similarly, Geiger et al. noted new nodal or
metastatic disease in 24 out of 47 (51%) stage II–III NSCLC
patients at a median interscan interval of 45 days (3,4).
Timely diagnosis, staging, and initiation of CRT for
locally advanced NSCLC are critical, as a longer delay in
CRT initiation can lead to a higher-risk of pretreatment
disease progression (3,4).
The risk of rapid progression of disease with NSCLC
has piqued an interest in bet ter characterizing t he
prognostic significance of pretreatment growth rate though
measurements like tumor doubling time and specific
growth rate (SGR). The ability to predict which patients
may be more likely to experience disease progression
could allow clinicians to tailor the treatment timetable and
therapies accordingly. Tumor doubling time has been used
as a surrogate to measure growth rate. Two early Japanese
trials demonstrated the independent prognostic value of
tumor doubling time for stage I–IV NSCLC patients (5,6).
Most patients in these trials were treated with surgery, not
definitive CRT, and tumor volumes were estimated from
bi-dimensional measurements on chest radiographs instead
of from CT scans.
Mehrara et al. suggested t hat SGR, a percentage
increase in volume per unit time, represents a more
relevant parameter than tumor doubling time as it appears
less affected by uncertainties in measurements of tumor
volume and the presence of short time intervals (7,8).
These investigators found that doubling time largely
overestimated the rate of slowly growing tumors and
underestimated the rate of rapidly growing tumors, while
SGR more uniformly estimated the difference between
growth rates throughout all ranges while also remaining
more biologically relevant in interpreting heterogeneities
within the tumor tissue (7). For early stage NSCLC treated
with stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT), Atallah
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et al. found that higher pretreatment SGR correlated with
a poorer overall survival (OS) and failure-free survival (9).
However, it remains unclear whether pretreatment SGR
correlates with clinical outcomes after CRT for locally
advanced NSCLC. If SGR shows predictive value, then it
could serve as a pretreatment risk stratification factor. We
hypothesized that pretreatment SGR would predict for
survival and recurrence rates for locally advanced NSCLC
patients treated with definitive CRT.
Methods
Patient selection
Using an institutional review board-approved protocol,
we retrospectively reviewed our institutional database
to identify patients with locally advanced, unresectable
NSCLC treated with definitive concurrent CRT from
November 2009 to February 2015. We identified a total
of 89 patient records for review. All patients underwent a
full staging work-up, which included PET/CT scan, brain
magnetic resonance imaging and mediastinal lymph node
sampling. Clinical staging was based on the American Joint
Committee on Cancer 7th edition criteria. Additionally,
all patients received at least one diagnostic chest CT scan
>14 days before the initiation of radiation therapy (RT). In
cases of multiple available pretreatment scans, we used the
earliest scan showing disease as the diagnostic CT scan.
We excluded patients who received any type of anticancer
treatment between the diagnostic CT and planning CT
scans (i.e., induction chemotherapy), those with significant
atelectasis, and a few whose diagnostic chest CT scans were
either unavailable or could not be fused with the planning
CT scans. This left 42 patients for inclusion in the study.
CRT
RT was administered over 5.5 to 7.5 weeks using daily
fractions of 180–200 cGy for a median total dose of 6,120 cGy
(range, 5,200 –7,400 cGy). Additional details on RT
planning at our institution are described in a previous
publication (10). The t ypical chemotherapy regimen
consisted of intravenous infusional drug delivery with
either paclitaxel (45 mg/m 2 per week) or carboplatin (area
under the curve 2 per week) or cisplatin (50 mg/m 2 on days
1, 8, 29 and 36) and etoposide (50 mg/m2 on days 1–5 and
29–33).
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Follow-up
Patients t ypically followed up with the radiation and
medical oncologists every 1–3 months for the first year
after CRT, every 3– 6 months for the next two years,
and every 6–12 months afterwards. Follow-up CT scans
were obtained 6–8 weeks after completion of CRT, every
3–4 months for the first year, and every 6–12 months
thereafter. The CT scans were evaluated by thoracic
radiologists and further reviewed by medical and radiation
oncologists. Two st udy invest igators independent ly
reviewed follow-up notes and imaging reports to score
recurrences as locoregional and/or distant.
Tumor volume and SGR calculations
We imported each patient’s diagnostic CT scan into the
treatment planning system (Eclipse Treatment Planning,
Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, California, USA) and
fused it with the radiation planning CT scan. One study
investigator manually contoured the primary gross tumor
volume (GTV) on both the diagnostic and planning CT
scans. To ensure consistency and reproducibility, we used
lung window settings for all images, and 2 additional study
investigators reviewed all contours.
We calculated tumor SGR (%/day) using the following
equation, where GTV1 derives from the diagnostic CT
scan, GTV2 derives from the radiation planning CT scan,
and t is the time in days between the two scans (7):
In(
=
SGR

GTV2
)
GTV1
× 100
t

Study endpoints
The primary endpoint was progression-free survival (PFS),
with secondary endpoints of OS, time to locoregional
recurrence and time to distant recurrence. We measured
all endpoints from the start of RT to the event of interest
or last known follow-up.
Statistical methods
We stratified patients into two groups: those with SGR ≥
upper tercile value (high SGR), and those with SGR <
upper tercile (low SGR). We first compared baseline
characteristics between the two partitioned groups and
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summarized categorical variables using frequencies and
percentages. We summarized continuous variables using
mean and standard deviation, or using median and range,
depending on normalit y of distribution. We assessed
differences in categorical variables between the two groups
with the Chi square or Fisher exact test. We assessed
differences in continuous variables between the two groups
with an independent two-sample t-test or Wilcoxon ranksum test.
To investigate the association between tumor SGR and
time-to-event outcomes (PFS, OS, time to locoregional
recurrence, and time to distant recurrence), we used
univariate Cox regression models, with SGR stratified
by the upper tercile value. We also assessed the effect of
certain baseline characteristics (age, gender, histology,
N stage, and primary GTV) on PFS through univariate
analysis. Covariates with the lowest P values in the
univariate setting were considered for inclusion in the
multivariate models for PFS. We reported hazard ratios
(HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI). We assessed
differences in OS, PFS, freedom from locoregional
recurrence, and freedom from distant recurrence among
SGR strata using the Kaplan-Meier method and logrank test. All hypothesis tests were two-sided, and we
defined P<0.05 as statistically significant for the purpose of
identifying a signal of interest. All analyses were performed
using SAS 9.4 (Cary, NC, USA).
Results
Table 1 displays baseline patient and tumor characteristics.
The median SGR was 0.61%/day (range, –0.32%/day to
3.14%/day), and the upper tercile value was 0.94%/day.
The median time from diagnostic CT scan to radiation
planning CT scan was 45 days (range, 15.0–246.0 days).
The median primary GTV from the diagnostic scan was
56.6 cm3 and the median primary GTV from the radiation
planning scan was 74.5 cm 3, representing a significant
difference (P<0.0001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Apart
from SGR, there were no significant differences in baseline
characteristics between the high and low SGR groups.
Median follow-up was 47.5 months for the high SGR group
and 42.5 months for the low SGR group. Figure 1 shows a
pair of contoured primary GTVs from the diagnostic and
planning CT scans for a patient in the high SGR group, as
well as a pair for a patient in the low SGR group.
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Table 1 Patient demographics and tumor characteristics
Variable
Age (years), mean (SD)

All patients (n=42)

SGR ≥ upper tercile (n=14)

SGR < upper tercile (n=28)

P value

68.3 (7.6)

69.0 (7.6)

67.9 (7.7)

0.67

Gender (n, %)

0.75

Female

17 (40.5)

5 (35.7)

12 (42.9)

Male

25 (59.5)

9 (64.3)

16 (57.1)

Histology (n, %)

0.82

SCC

19 (45.2)

7 (50.0)

12 (42.9)

AC

18 (42.9)

5 (35.7)

13 (46.4)

Poorly diff

5 (11.9)

2 (14.3)

3 (10.7)

Clinical stage (n, %)

0.74

IIA

3 (7.1)

1 (7.1)

2 (7.1)

IIB

4 (9.5)

1 (7.1)

3 (10.7)

IIIA

19 (45.2)

5 (35.7)

14 (50.0)

IIIB

16 (38.1)

7 (50.0)

9 (32.1)

T stage (n, %)

0.76

1

8 (19.1)

3 (21.4)

5 (17.9)

2

10 (23.8)

2 (14.3)

8 (28.6)

3

12 (28.6)

4 (28.6)

8 (28.6)

4

12 (28.6)

5 (35.7)

7 (25.0)

N stage (n, %)

0.15

0

4 (9.5)

3 (21.4)

1 (3.6)

1

8 (19.0)

2 (14.3)

6 (21.4)

2

19 (45.2)

4 (28.6)

15 (53.6)

3

11 (26.2)

5 (35.7)

6 (21.4)

3

56.6 (1.3–827.1)

19.7 (2.1–670.5)

65.5 (1.3–827.1)

0.34

3

GTV2 (cm ), median (range)

74.5 (1.5–981.1)

97.8 (10.7–848.0)

74.5 (1.5–981.1)

0.86

Time from diagnostic CT to
simulation CT (days), median
(range)

45 (15.0–246.0)

43 (15.0–140.0)

48 (27.0–246.0)

0.28

Dose (Gy), median (range)

61.2 (52.0–70.0)

60 (52.0–70.0)

61.6 (56.0–68.4)

0.36

0.61 (−0.32 to 3.14)

1.40 (0.94–3.14)

0.27 (−0.32 to 0.93)

<0.0001

GTV1 (cm ), median (range)

SGR (%/day), median (range)

SGR, specific growth rate; SD, standard deviation; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; AC, adenocarcinoma; diff, differentiated; GTV 1, primary
gross tumor volume from diagnostic scan; GTV2, primary gross tumor volume from radiation planning scan; CT, computed tomography.

PFS
Median PFS for the cohort was 9.8 months (95% CI:
7.4 –14.0 mont hs). PFS was sig n if ica nt ly worse for
the high versus low SGR group (median PFS, 5.6 vs.
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13.6 months, P=0.0163). Figure 2 depicts Kaplan-Meier
PFS curves for each group. On univariate analysis, SGR ≥
upper tercile was associated with inferior PFS (HR 2.39,
95% CI: 1.15–4.97, P=0.020). On multivariate analysis,
after adjusting for age, N stage, and primary GTV from
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A

Diagnostic scan

Planning scan

B

Diagnostic scan

Planning scan

Figure 1 Example of primary gross tumor volume (GTV) contoured (in red) on the diagnostic and radiation planning computed tomography
(CT) scans. (A) Patient whose tumor exhibited a specific growth rate (SGR) ≥ upper tercile value of 0.94%/day. The primary GTVs from
the diagnostic and planning CT scans were 15.4 and 42.0 cm3, respectively, and the time between scans was 107 days. The resulting SGR
was 0.942%/day. This patient experienced a PFS interval of 5.9 months, at which point he experienced distant tumor recurrence. (B) Patient
whose tumor exhibited an SGR < upper tercile value. The primary GTV from both the diagnostic and planning scans was 34.0 cm3, the time
between scans was 40 days, and the resulting SGR was 0. This patient experienced a PFS interval of 87.3 months, at which point she passed
away without evidence of tumor recurrence.
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Figure 2 Progression-free survival for those with specific growth
rate equal to or above versus below the upper tercile value of
0.94%/day.

the radiation treatment-planning CT scan, SGR ≥ upper
tercile remained associated with inferior PFS (adjusted HR
2.37, 95% CI: 1.07–5.25, P=0.034) (Table 2).
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Median OS for the cohort was 19.0 months (95% CI:
13.8–40.8 months). Median OS was 14.6 months for the
high SGR group compared to 32.9 months for the low
SGR group, but this difference did not reach statistical
significance (P=0.1799). Figure 3 depicts Kaplan-Meier
survival curves for each group. The risk of death was
higher, but not significantly so, in the high SGR group (HR
1.69, 95% CI: 0.78–3.55, P=0.18).
Locoregional and distant recurrence
To understand why PFS was lower in the high SGR
group, we analyzed locoregional and distant recurrences.
Locoregional recurrence occurred in 14 patients. There
was no difference in the risk of locoregional recurrence
between the high and low SGR groups (HR 1.16, 95% CI:
0.36–3.71, P=0.80). Three-year freedom from locoregional
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Table 2 Cox regression analysis for progression-free survival
Univariate analysis

Covariate

Multivariate analysis

HR (95% CI)

P value

HR (95% CI)

P value

1.057 (1.006–1.110)

0.028

1.095 (1.035–1.160)

0.0018

Gender (male vs. female)

1.00 (0.49–2.02)

0.99

Histology (AC vs. non-AC)

1.24 (0.62–2.51)

0.54

N stage (N3 vs. N0-2)

1.73 (0.81–3.73)

0.16

2.79 (1.11–7.06)

0.030

1.001 (0.999–1.002)

0.36

1.001 (1.000–1.003)

0.11

2.39 (1.15–4.97)

0.020

2.37 (1.07–5.25)

0.034

Age (years)

3

GTV2 (cm )
SGR (≥ upper tercile vs. < upper tercile)

HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; AC, adenocarcinoma; GTV2, primary gross tumor volume from radiation planning scan; SGR,
specific growth rate.
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Figure 3 Overall survival for those with specific growth rate equal
to or above versus below the upper tercile value of 0.94%/day.

rec u r rence wa s 62.3% ver s u s 59.0%, re sp ec t ively
(P=0.8033).
Distant recurrence occurred in 20 patients. The risk
of distant recurrence was significantly higher for the high
versus low SGR group (HR 2.62, 95% CI: 1.08– 6.38,
P=0.033). Three-year freedom from distant recurrence
was 31.1% versus 55.3%, respectively (P=0.0270). Figure 4
depic t s K apla n-Meier c u r ves for f reedom f rom
locoregional recurrence and distant recurrence.
Discussion
This study suggests that a higher pretreatment tumor
growth rate, as measured by SGR, is associated with poorer
PFS and an increased risk of distant recurrence for patients
with locally advanced NSCLC receiving definitive CRT.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to report on the
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possible prognostic value of SGR for patients with locally
advanced NSCLC.
Among patients with early stage NSCLC treated with
SBRT, Atallah et al. found that SGR ≥ median correlated
with both poorer OS and failure-free survival (9). The
median SGR in their study was 0.43%/day, slightly lower
than the median SGR in our study of 0.61%/day. One
notable difference is that they found a significant increase
in regional failures and a slight increase in local failures
in the high SGR group, whereas we found an increase
in distant recurrences but no difference in locoregional
recurrences in the high SGR group.
The differences bet ween our results and those of
Atallah et al. may reflect the differences in disease stage
between our patient populations, locally advanced in
our study versus early stage NSCLC in the Atallah et al.
st udy, so our st udy is novel in t his regard. Distant
metastasis is the predominant pattern of failure in locally
advanced NSCLC, occurring in >50% of patients (1). The
aforementioned study by Geiger et al. included patients
with locally advanced NSCLC and found new nodal or
metastatic disease in 51% of patients (4). In our cohort, 20
out of 42 (47.6%) patients experienced distant recurrence,
whereas 14 out of 42 (33.3%) pat ient s ex per ienced
locoregional recurrence. Thus, growth of the primary
tumor and involved lymph nodes may either correlate
with or indicate seeding of distant metastasis (11). For
early stage NSCLC, distant metastasis typically occurs
in fewer patients (≤20%) (12); consequently, the growth
of the primary tumor is potentially more predictive of
locoregional failure.
Our study is not without limitations. First, our study
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Figure 4 Freedom from (A) locoregional recurrence and (B) distant recurrence for those with specific growth rate equal to or above versus
below the upper tercile value of 0.94%/day.

was retrospective and performed at a single institution,
with a limited sample size of 42 patients. However, these
characteristics apply to two studies by Jabbour et al. and
Wald et al., which included 38 and 52 patients, respectively.
Both assessed the prognostic value of reduction in tumor
volume seen on daily cone beam CT imaging during CRT
for locally advanced NSCLC (10,13), and have important
implications for treatment intensification strategies, similar
to our study. Through this study, we add to the existing
literature of prognostic factors for patients with locally
advanced NSCLC and provide clinical value in that a
higher pretreatment SGR is associated with a decreased
PFS and an increased chance of distant recurrence in
patients receiving this therapeutic regimen. Second, we
excluded patients for a variety of reasons, which might
arguably introduce selection bias. However, the most
common reason for exclusion was if a patient received
induction chemotherapy, which is not considered the
standard of care for locally advanced NSCLC and does
not change survival. We excluded these patients since
induction chemotherapy is a potential confounder. We also
excluded patients with significant atelectasis, as well as a
few of those whose diagnostic scans were either unavailable
or could not be fused with the planning scans, similar to
Wald et al. which excluded patients for technical reasons
such as poor image quality and unreliable tumor volume
contours (13).
In light of these limitations, and because we chose to
dichotomize patients by the upper tercile SGR value, we
consider our findings hypothesis generating, and plan to
further elucidate the prognostic value of SGR in patients
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with locally advanced NSCLC. We acknowledge that an
SGR of 0.94%/day (the upper tercile value in our cohort)
is not necessarily the ideal cut-point for prognostication.
Future studies with larger sample sizes are needed to gain
a clearer understanding of the relationship between SGR
and clinical outcomes for patients with locally advanced
NSCLC. However, we are progressing toward a better
understanding of growth rates of NSCLC and provide
additional insight into this sizeable subset of NSCLC
patients with locally advanced, unresectable disease.
If validated as a prognosticator, SGR could aid in
identifying a patient population more likely to benefit from
a more aggressive therapy. For example, the PACIFIC
trial recently found that the addition of consolidation
durvalumab after concurrent CRT for stage III NSCLC
improved 2-year OS by 10.7% a nd media n PFS by
11.6 months (14). However, it remains unclear whether
earlier integration of immunotherapy into CRT regimens
can further improve outcomes, and which patients stand to
benefit the most (15).
Additionally, the growth rates that were calculated
demonstrate the importance of prompt initiation of
therapy, particularly CRT. From the diagnostic to radiation
treatment-planning CT scan (median, 45 days), the median
primary GTV among all patients increased by almost
20 cm3. This increase was particularly prominent for those
with SGR ≥ upper tercile, as the median primary GTV for
this group increased from 19.7 to 97.8 cm3 between the two
scans. Comparing the residual tumor volume visualized
on follow-up imaging to the tumor volume on diagnostic
imaging alone will underestimate the efficacy of radiation
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treatment since the interim growth between the diagnostic
and planning scans may be sizeable.
Delays in t he init iat ion of concurrent CRT were
multifactorial. Prolonged intervals in imaging were not
necessarily due to delays among oncologists, but often
patients experienced delays in initial diagnosis (e.g., delay
in lung cancer biopsy or transfer of care from primary
care physician to pulmonologist), necessitating repeating
a chest CT scan to ascertain the baseline status of disease.
Furthermore, induction chemotherapy is not considered
t he st a ndard of care for t h is g roup of pat ient s, so
chemoradiation was initiated as soon as possible.
In conclusion, a higher SGR correlated with an inferior
PFS and an increased risk of distant recurrence for patients
with locally advanced NSCLC receiving concurrent
CRT. Supplementary studies assessing SGR as a potential
prog nost ic ator for t h is pat ient popu lat ion appea r
warranted.
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